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ABSTRACT 
For every language, preposition checker is essential 

component of many of Office Automation System and 

Machine Translation System. In addition, Myanmar 

prepositions play an important role of Myanmar sentences 

because the percentages of preposition errors are the highest 

in Myanmar sentence. This paper describes a Transformation 

Based Learning (TBL) Algorithm to the automatic correction 

of preposition errors in Myanmar Language. TBL uses rule 

templates to identify error-correcting patterns. A critical 

requirement in TBL is the availability of a problem domain 

expert to build these rule templates. In this work, Decision 

tree (DT) is used to automatically generate TBL rule 

templates. Myanmar Preposition Checking System (MPCS) 

which can handle missing preposition errors, misused 

preposition errors and unwanted preposition errors. As a 

Resource, a Myanmar Text Corpus is created and Myanmar3 

Unicode is applied in this system. This proposed system 

improves the quality of corrections for Myanmar prepositions 

errors in students and non-native writers. It also provides the 

quality of machine translation system and many NLP 

applications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Myanmar language is similar to other Asian Language 

including Indian, Japanese, Thai and Chinese Language. In 

our country, Myanmar Language is used as an official 

language so preposition checker is an essential role for the 

development of NLP. In addition, prepositions are challenging 

for learners because they can appear to have an idiosyncratic 

behavior which does not follow any predictable pattern even 

across nearly identical contexts. That is, the choice of a 

preposition for a given context also depends upon the 

intention of the writer. For example, if preposition errors 

contain in the input sentences, these sentences may not be 

meaningful or change the meaning of sentences.          

For example,  

ဆရာမ သည္ မမ အား /ကို စာအုပ္ ကို /အား ေပးသည္။  (The Teacher gives 

a book Ma Ma.) 

In this sentence, the writer can confuse the placement of 

prepositions (အား/ကိ)ု. One approach to solving this problem 

would be to rely on our linguistic intuitions to manually 

generate a set of rules. However, this can be time consuming. 

Since the rules of language are vast and idiosyncratic, a 

person would likely miss important and powerful rules if 

relying solely on intuition.  

One recently proposed approach [5] for rule learning is 

transformation-based learning. Transformation based learning 

has been applied to a number of natural language problems, 

including part of speech tagging, prepositional phrase 

attachment disambiguation speech generation and syntactic 

parsing often achieving state-of-the-art accuracy while 

capturing the learned knowledge in a small and easily 

understood set of rules. 

In [3], a randomized version of the TBL framework is shown. 

The idea is to use just a few templates, randomly chosen from 

the template set, when generating candidate rules for each 

error. This strategy speeds up the TBL training process 

enabling the use of large template sets. On the other hand, in 

the experiments on Part-of-speech tagging, Carberry et al use 

handcrafted templates and variations of them, what implies 

that a template designer is still necessary. 

To overcome this problem, the combination of Decision Trees 

(DT) and Transformation Based Learning (TBL) is applied to 

this system. The combination of DT and TBL is a new 

machine learning strategy. The key idea is to use decision tree 

induction to obtain templates. Next, the TBL strategy is used 

to generate transformation rule. This combination is more 

effective than only decision trees and also eliminates the need 

of a problem domain expert to build TBL templates.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 

describes the related works. Section 3 describes features of 

Myanmar language. Section 4 presents the types of 

preposition errors. Section 5 presents a brief overview of 

TBL. Section6 is depicted the framework of Myanmar 

preposition checker. Section 7 describes experimental results 

and conclusion is given in section 8.  

2. RELATED WORKS 
Many researchers have been worked for preposition checker 

of Asian Languages. Even though other Asian preposition 

checker researches have been done for two decades, Myanmar 

Preposition Checker research is not still developed as I am 

concerned. And then, there is a very little amount of work 

done in natural language processing of Myanmar Language. 

In this section, some of the related work and history are 

briefly discussed in the area of preposition checking systems. 

Most of the methods for correcting preposition error are based 

on supervised approaches. An unsupervised method for 

correcting preposition errors in French as a second language is 

presented in [2] and it uses counts collected from the Web in a 

simple way, in order to rank the candidates.  

Eeg-Olofsson [6] used 31 handcrafted matching rules to detect 

extraneous, omitted, and incorrect prepositions in Swedish 

text written by native speakers of English, Arabic, and 

Japanese. In a test of the system, 11of 40 preposition errors 

were correctly detected. 

Carberry et al. [7] introduce a randomized version of the TBL 

framework. For each error, they try just a few randomly 

chosen templates from the given template set. This strategy 

speeds up the TBL training process, enabling the use of large 

template sets. However, they use handcrafted templates and 

variations of them, which imply that a template designer is 

still necessary. 
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An evolutionary approach based on Genetic Algorithm (GA) 

to automatically generate TBL templates is presented in [8]. 

Using a simple genetic coding, the generated template sets 

have efficacy near to the handcrafted templates for the task: 

English Base Noun Phrase Identification, Text Chunking and 

Portuguese Named Entities Recognition. The main drawback 

of this strategy is that the GA step is computationally 

expensive. 

In contrast to previous research, a preposition grammar 

checker is implemented by Transformation Based Learning 

(TBL) and Decision Trees (DT).Combination of these two 

methods can effectively reduce preposition error and improve 

the correctness of sentences. 

3. MYANMAR LANGUAGE FEATURES 
Myanmar Language belongs to Tibeto-Burman language 

family and derives from Sino-Tibetan language tree. 

Myanmar Script has been a majority language of Myanmar 

over 1000 year old. Myanmar Language Commission defined 

that, in Myanmar thinbongyi (primer), there are 33 

consonants: beginning with က and ending with က. There are 

nine Part-of-Speech classes for all Myanmar words since it is 

described by Myanmar Language Commission [13-14]. These 

are Noun ("နာမ္"), Pronoun ("နာမ္စား"), Verb ("ၾကိယာ"), 

Adjective ("နာမဝိေသသန"), Adverb ("ၾကိယာဝိေသသန"), 

Conjunction ("သမၺႏ ၶ "), Postpositional ("ဝိဘတ္ "), Particles 

("ပစၥည္း ") and Interjection ("အာေမဍ ိတ ္"). 

Preposition class in English is mostly the same with 

postpositional in Myanmar. In many languages like Myanmar, 

Urdu, Turkish, Hindi and Japanese, the words with this 

grammatical function come after, not before, the complement. 

Such words are then commonly called postpositions. Sample 

postpositions in Myanmar Language are “သိ ု ့" [-thou.], " ကိ ု" [-
kou], " သည္ " [-thi] . 

These prepositions are divided into two parts: prepositions for 

noun which support the nouns in behind and prepositions for 

verb which support the verb in behind. Among them, 

preposition for noun which are divided as following Table 1.  

Each category of prepositions is also divided into various 

parts according to their features. Although three prepositions 

သည္၊ က၊ မွာ  [-thi, ka, hma] involves in same categories, each 

word emphasized on different meaning of sentence. These 

confusions of prepositions lead to the most sentence errors. 

Table1. The Category of Myanmar Noun Prepositions 

No Category Preposition 

1 Subject သည္၊ 

2 Subject က 

3 Subject မွာ 

4 Object ကိ ု

5 Accept အား 

6 Direction သိ ့ု 

7 Used ျဖင့္၊ နွင့္၊ န့ဲ 

8 Leave မွ၊က 

9 Time ၌၊ မွာ၊ တြင္၊ ဝယ္၊ က 

10 Place ၌၊ မွာ၊ တြင္၊ ဝယ္၊ က 

11 Time Start က၊ တုန္းက၊ ကမွ၊ထကဲ 

12 TimeStart မွ၊ က်မွ၊ က်ရင္ 

13 TimeStart က၊ထကဲ၊ကတည္းက၊တုန္း
က၊တည္းက 

14 TimeEnd အထိ၊ အေရာက္၊ 
တိုင္ေအာင္ 

15 TimeStart-TimeEnd မွ၊က၊ကေန၊မွသည္၊…သို့၊အ
ထိ၊ထိေအာင္ 

16 ContinuousTime ပတ္လံုး၊ တိုင္တိုင္၊ျကာ 

17 Cause ေျကာင့္၊နွင့္၊အတြက္ေျကာင့္ 

18 Extract ထမွဲာ၊ အနက္၊ တြင္ 

19 Aim အတြက္၊ ဖ့ုိ၊ အတိုင္း၊ 
အရ၊အလို့ငွါ 

20 Slimile ကဲ့သို့၊လို၊ သဖြယ္၊ပမာ၊ 
အတိုင္း၊ အလား 

21 Compare နွင့္၊ န့ဲ၊ အတူ၊ အတူတကြ 

22 ContinuousPlace တေလ်ာက္ 

23 Possessive ၏ ၊ -့ 

4. TYPES OF PREPOSITION   ERRORS 
Preposition error can result generally from the mistake made 

by human. Generally, human-generated errors can be 

distinguished into three groups: 

(1) Missing Preposition  

(2) Misused Preposition  

(3) Unwanted Preposition  

Missing Preposition: Missing errors have been made by the 

typist accidentally forget to press the prepositions.  These 

errors are made assuming that the writer or typist knows how 

to use preposition but he/she forget to type these words. For 

example, ေခြးသည္ ေျကာင္ ကိုက္သည္။ (The dog bite the cat). In this 

sentence, the error can be occurred between ေျကာင္ (cat) and 

ကိုက ္(bite). The typist needed to type the preposition ကိ ု[-kou] 

which supports the object of sentence (ေျကာင္). If the writer 

forgets to write noun preposition ကိ ု[-kou], the sentence is no 

meaning. The correct sentence is ေခြးသည္ ေျကာင္  ကိ ု ကိုက္သည္။ 
(The dog bite the cat). 

 

Misused Preposition: Misused error is occurred when they 

have been made by a lack of knowledge of the writher or 

typist (e.g., က [ka] as မွ [hma]). These errors are made when 

the writer substituted letters they confuse in prepositions. 

Example: 
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(i) ျမန္မာစာ အဖြဲ ့ မွ ထုတ္ေဝ သည္။ 

(ii) သဘာပတိျကီး မွ မိန့္ခြန္း ေျပာျကား ပါလိမ့္ မည္။ 

(iii) ေက်ာင္းအုပ္ျကီး မွ ဆ ုခ်ီးျမွင့္သည္။ 

There has misused prepositions in three sentences. Some 

writer misused the preposition like that the word (မွ ) is used. 

The correct preposition for these sentences is (က). In 

Myanmar words, (မွ and က) are confuse in preposition but 

difference meanings and difference usages. 

Unwanted Preposition: These errors can be caused in 

writing Myanmar sentences. These prepositions (e.g., အနက ္

[a-nat ] and တြင္ [twin]) are words that extract one thing from a 

group or collection. Therefore, only preposition (e.g., အအအအ  

or အအအအ ) can be used in order to extract one thing from the 

group.  Both prepositions should not be used in one sentence. 

For example: ―မိန္းကေလးမ်ား အနက္ တြင္ မယ္ျမ  သည္ အေခ်ာဆံုး 
ျဖစ္သည္‖ (Ma Mya is the most beautiful among girls). In this 

sentence, errors are made when the writer used extra 

preposition. In Myanmar Grammar there is no combination of 

these two propositions (အနက္ and တြင္). They can be used to 

separately as follow:  

မိန္းကေလးမ်ား အနက္ မယ္ျမ သည္ အေခ်ာဆံုး ျဖစ္သည္  
   (or) 

မိန္းကေလးမ်ား တြင္ မယ္ျမ သည္ အေခ်ာဆံုး ျဖစ္သည္ 

 

5. TRANSFORMATION-BASED 

LEARNING 
Eric Brill [17] proposes Transformation Based Learning 

(TBL). TBL is a corpus-based, error-driven approach in which 

a set of transformation rules is learned to correct the errors of 

a baseline classifier. TBL has been successfully used for 

several Natural Language Processing tasks, such as part-of-

speech tagging, phrase chunking, spelling correction, 

appositive extraction, named entity recognition and semantic 

role labeling. As input, TBL requires corpus (the labeled 

data), a baseline classifier and a set of rule templates. 

A set of rule templates determines the space of allowable 

transformation rules. A rule template has two components: a 

triggering environment (condition of the rule) and a rewrite 

rule (action taken). On each iteration, these templates are 

instantiated with features of the constituents of the templates 

when the condition of the rule is satisfied. 

This process eventually identifies all possible instantiated 

forms of the templates. Among all these possible rules, the 

transformation whose application results in the best score—

according to some objective function—is identified. This 

transformation is added to the ordered list of transformation 

rules. 

The learning stops when there is no transformation that 

improves the current state of the data or a pre specified 

threshold is reached. When presented with new data, the 

transformation rules are applied in the order that they were 

added to the list of transformations. The output of the system 

is the annotated data after all transformations are applied to 

the initial annotation. 

Some advantages of Transformation based learning include 

the following: simple conceptually, TBL can be adapted to 

different learning problems, rich triggers/rules can make use 

of specific information and context, seemingly resistant to 

over-fitting (observed empirically, not entirely understood). 

6. FRAMEWORK OF MYANMAR 

PREPOSITION CHECKER 
Myanmar Prepositions Checker consists of two modules. 

 They are:  

 (1) Template Generation Module 

 (2) Checking Module  

6.1 Template Generation Module 
Template Generation Module consists of four components as 

shown in Figure 1. They are: (1) Myanmar Text Corpus, (2) 

Learn Decision Tree (3) Decompose DT and Extract 

Templates and (4) Templates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 System Flow of Template Generation 

Myanmar Text Corpus:  This corpus is a large and 

structured set of texts. Building of the text corpus is very 

helpful for the development of preposition checking. In this 

work, Myanmar text corpus is created manually to apply in 

Myanmar Preposition Checker system. Its various training 

sentences and all are collected from example sentences of 

―Myanmar Grammar‖ [11] and ―Myanmar Words Commonly 

misspelled and misused books [10]‖.Myanmar Training 

sentences consists of 2000 sentences and average words in 

sentences is 12.  

Learn Decision Tree: Decision tree learning is one of 

the most widely used machine learning algorithms. In 

Template Generation Module, decision tree learning performs 

a partitioning of Myanmar Text corpus using principles of 

Information Theory. Information Gain Ratio, which is based 

in the data Entropy, is normally used as the informativeness 

measure. This partitioning is defined as  

H T = − PT Ci log2PT(Ci)

|𝐶|

𝑖=0

 

Where Ci is a class label from C, |C| is the number of classes 

and PT (Ci) is estimated by the percentage of examples 

belonging to ci in T. In feature selection, information gain can 

be thought as the expected reduction in entropy H (T) caused 

by using a given feature A to partition the training examples 

Myanmar 

Text Corpus 

Templates 

Learn Decision Tree 

Decompose Decision 

Tree and Extract 

Templates 

Basic POS 

Tagged Sentences 

Decision Tree 

Templates 
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in T. The information gain IG (T, A) of a feature A, relative to 

an example set T is defined as  

IG T, A =  𝐻 𝑇 −  
 𝑇𝑉 

 𝑇 
𝐻(𝑇𝑉)

𝑛

𝑣€𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 (𝐴)

 

Where Values (A) is the set of all possible values for feature 

A, and Tv is the subset of T for which feature A has value v. 

Next, the learning algorithm executes a depth-first traversal of 

the DT. For each visited tree node, template is created in the 

path from root to this node.  

Decompose DT and Extract Templates: There are 

many ways to extract feature combinations from decision 

trees. In a path from the root to the leaves, more informative 

features appear first. The process of extracting templates from 

a DT includes a depth-first traversal of the DT. This feature 

combination provides an information gain driven template. 

Additionally, paths from the root to internal nodes also 

provide good templates.  

Templates: Templates are stored in the database and these 

templates are input into Rule Derivation process of Checking 

Module.  

6.2 Checking Module  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2 System Flow of Checking Module 

To check Myanmar preposition errors, the system uses TBL 

algorithm as an error correcting strategy. Its main scheme is to 

generate an ordered list of rules that correct classification 

mistakes in the training set, which have been produced by an 

initial guess. The requirements of the algorithm are: 

1. Myanmar Text corpus that has been tagged with the 

basic POS tags. 

2. An initial classifier, POS tagging process, which 

tags the unlabeled sentence by trying to guess the 

correct basic POS tags for each sample. 

3. A set of rule templates, which are meant to capture 

the relevant feature combinations that would 

determine the sample’s classification. Correct rules 

are acquired by instantiation of this predefined set 

of rule templates. 

The learning method is a mistake-driven greedy procedure 

that iteratively acquires a set of transformation rules. The TBL 

algorithm can be depicted as follows: 

1. The input sentence is Myanmar sentence. This 

sentence is segmented into segments and tagged 

them with basic POS tag within POS tagging 

process. After the POS Tagging process, the basic 

POS tagged sentence is produced as output. 

2. Compares POS tagged sentence with Myanmar Text 

Corpus, whenever an error is found, all the rules 

that can correct it are generated by instantiating the 

templates. This template instantiation is done by 

capturing some contextual data of the sample being 

corrected. Usually, a new rule will correct some 

errors, but will also generate some other errors by 

changing correctly classified samples. 

3. Computes the rules scores (errors repaired-errors 

created). If there is not a rule with a score above an 

arbitrary threshold, the learning process is stopped. 

4. Finally, the best scoring rules is applied to the POS 

tagged sentences and produce the correct sentence. 

6.2.1 Transformation Based Learning Algorithm 

for checking module 
Input: Myanmar sentences; Template Set; POS 

               Tagger; RuleScoreThreshold 

1. apply ( POS Tagger, Myanmar Sentences)  POS 

Tagged Sentences   

2. repeat 

3. Candidate Rule { } 

4. for all example Є POS Tagged Sentences do 

5. if isWronglySentence ( example) then 

6. for all template Є Template Set  do 

7. instantiate Rule (template, example)rule 

8. Candidate Rules  Candidate Rules + rule 

9. end for 

10. end if 

11. end for 

12. bestScore   0 

13. bestRule  Null 

14. for all rule Є Candidate Rules do 

15. count Corrections (rule, POSTaggedSentences) 

good 

16. count Errors (rule, POSTaggedSentences)  bad 

17. score = good – bad 
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Yes 

Rules 
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Rule 
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Apply Rule 
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18. if score > bestScore then 

19. bestScore  score 

20. bestRule  rule 

21. end if 

22. end for 

23. if bestScore > RuleScoreThreshold then 

24. Correct Sentences  apply  (BestRule, POS Tagged 

Sentences) 

25. end if 

26. until bestScore > RuleScoreThreshold 

27. output Correct Sentences 

In this pseudo-code, the apply function tags the Myanmar 

sentences using the POS Tagging process. The 

isWronglyClassified function checks whether the sentence is 

correct or not. This checking is done by comparing the current 

sentence to the correct Myanmar Text corpus. The 

instantiateRule function creates a new rule by instantiating the 

given template with the given sentence context values. The 

countCorrections function returns the number of corrections 

that a given rule would produce in the current training set. 

Similarly, the countErrors function returns the number of 

errors that a given rule would produce in the current training 

set. There are also several variants of the TBL algorithm. 

FastTBL [18] is the most successful, since it achieves a 

significant speedup in the training time while still achieving 

the same performance as the standard TBL algorithm.  

7. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
This paper emphasizes on the preposition checking that can 

correct the most error percentages of Myanmar Sentences. 

Three testing paragraphs are used for evaluation in order to 

calculate the accuracy of the preposition checker and each 

paragraph contains 250 sentences. First paragraph A contains 

16% preposition errors of the total words in the paragraph. 

Second paragraph B has 39% preposition errors and third 

paragraph C has 63% preposition errors. 

The performance of this system is evaluated in terms of 

precision, recall and F-measure. Precision (P) means the 

percentage of the correct word suggested by the system which 

is divided by total number of error detected by the system. 

Recall (R) means the percentage of correct words suggested 

by the system which is divided by the total number of 

sentence. F-score is the mean of recall and precision, that is 

F= 2PR / (P+R). The following figures show the accuracy of 

correctly detected on the testing sentences with Myanmar 

Preposition Checker. In these figures, suggestion generation 

of Average accuracy of overall system gets 95% precision, 

92.33% recall and 93% f-score. 

 

Figure3. Precision result of overall system evaluation  

 

Figure4. Recall result of overall system evaluation 

 

Figure5. F-Score result of overall system evaluation 

Table2. Experimental Results 

Testing 

Paragraph 

Precision (%) Recall (%) F-score (%) 

A 97.16 98.78 97.96 

B 95.62 95.93 95.77 

C 93.89 93.92 93.91 

7. CONCLUSION 
The preposition checker system for Myanmar language which 

can handle three types of preposition errors. Transformation 

Based Learning (TBL) Algorithm is applied for correction 

module and Decision Tree (DT) is used for rule generation 

module.  TBL rules must follow patterns, called templates that 

are meant to capture the relevant feature combinations and DT 

learning has the ability to automatically select good feature 

combinations. The proposed algorithm is very useful in 

checking preposition errors of Myanmar language. 

This system emphasized on Myanmar sentences which follow 

Myanmar grammar rules and it cannot handle Parli words. 

This system can be applied in Myanmar NLP applications. 

This system can be extended to correct conjunction and 

particle errors of Myanmar sentences which are ambiguous 

for poor readers and non-native learner. This system can be 

applied in Myanmar NLP applications. Evaluation results 

show that this system can provide promising accuracy. 
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